Only the usual axioms of set theory are needed to prove the existence of a Baire space whose square is not a Baire space.
1. Baire spaces and forcing. Suppose 9 = <[P, Si) is a partially ordered structure. 9 may be regarded as a topological space where the initial segments of 9 generate a basis. If 9 and £ are partially ordered sets, then the Cartesian product P X Q may be partially ordered pointwise to obtain a partially ordered set ?xl It is easily seen that 9 x% considered as a topological space, is homeomorphic to the product of topological spaces 9 and 2, A topological space is said to be Baire if any countable intersection of its dense open sets is dense. If the space is derived from a partially ordered set as above, then we note that any such countable intersection is necessarily open.
Two elements of a partially ordered set will be called compatible if they have a common predecessor. A partially ordered structure 9 = (P, Si) will be called fine if for every p, q G P, either (l)q Si p or (2) there is an r si q which is incompatible with p. Suppose <3H is a countable standard transitive model of Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory (ZFC) and 9, S G 911 are partially ordered sets. We collect below some well-known facts. (a) 9 is Baire in <D1L (b) Whenever G is 9-generic over 91L and f G <91t [G] is an ordinal valued function with domain to, thenf G 91L.
Proof. For a proof that (a) implies (b) the reader may consult [11] . This implication does not depend upon being fine. The example of the negative integers, however, shows that some assumption about <? is necessary for the converse.
To see that (b) implies (a), work in 91L Suppose that 'eP is not Baire: there must be a decreasing sequence <A"|« E w> of dense open subsets of 9 and some qr, E ty with no predecessor in n{A"|« E w). We may assume that for each n there is a set [p"\a < k") of pairwise incompatible elements of *$ such that An = {rEP|(3a
Choose a term t of the forcing language such that Ih t: w -> On and such that for n E w and a < k" , pna Ih t(«) = a. Suppose some a, g a0 decides t(«) for all n. Then there is some n0 such that ai E A" and some a such that qx Ih t(«0) = a. Clearly qx $ p%> and, since ?P is fine, there is an r Si q\ which is incompatible with p%° (and so r is compatible with some pp°). Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 1.0 and 1.1. Remark. Lemma 1.2 says that if 9 and 2 are Baire and fine but <? X 2 is not Baire, then with nonzero probability (with respect to <3>), 2 is not Baire. Forcing with 9 must therefore create a new countable collection of dense open subsets of 2 without generating any new countable sequences in 2 (or any other set of 911). Notice that this is impossible if either "J or 2 is countably closed (i.e., decreasing a) sequences have a lower bound) in "5IL 2. Stationary sets. A set 5 E ux is said to be stationary if S intersects every closed unbounded (c. u. b.) subset of co,. The following lemma ensures the existence of many stationary sets. Lemma 2.0. If k is an uncountable cardinal, then every stationary subset of k is the union of cf(ic) mutually disjoint stationary sets.
Proof. See [11] . The following forcing conditions were related to the author by the referee. Lemma 2.1. If S is a stationary subset of ccx, then there is a fine set 9S of Baire forcing conditions which adds a closed unbounded subset of S.
Proof. Ps is defined as the set of all countable subsets of S which are closed in <oi. If p, q E Ps, then p g q means that p is an end extension of a (i.e., p 3 a and ip\q) D (U^) is empty).
Since each p E Ps has a largest member, ?P5 is clearly fine. If 9S adds no new ordinal valued functions on u, then it clearly adds a closed unbounded subset of S, and by Lemma 1.0 it is Baire as well.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Suppose for some term t of the forcing language and some p G 9s,p¥ r: to -* On. In order to finish our proof we need only show there is a q Si p such that q |h t G V.
Recursively define Ra, r\a such that: (1) (i)a\(x < wj) is a continuously increasing sequence of countable ordinals.
(2) (Ra \ot < «i ) is a continuously increasing sequence of countable subsets of Ps.
Since 5 is stationary there is a limit ordinal a such that rja G 5. Choose an increasing sequence <a" |w G to) with limit a and a sequence /q > rx > • • • such that r" G Ran, rn+x C Tjan and r"||<r(/2). Let 9 = {17J U (U{r"|« G «}).
Since <7||t(/?) for all n, q\\-t G V. Lemma 2.2. If Sx and S2 are disjoint stationary subsets of cor, then 9S X 9S is not Baire.
Proof. Suppose that 9S X 9S is Baire. Then the closed unbounded set added in the extension by 9S remains closed and unbounded in the extension by 9S X9S . Likewise there is a closed unbounded subset of S2 which is added by 9S X9S . Since it follows that in this extension there are two disjoint c.u.b. subsets of ux, our assumption must be false. Theorem 2.3. There are two Baire spaces whose product is not a Baire space. In fact, there is a Baire space whose square is not Baire.
Proof. 9s and 9S of Lemma 2.2 serve for the first statement while their direct sum (disjoint union) serves for the second.
In the next section we consider the problem: Is there a Baire space whose square is nowhere Baire?
3. The Suslin conjecture. Solovay and Tennenbaum [12] showed the relative consistency of an axiom which has come to be known as Martin's axiom. Martin's axiom was invented in order to show the relative consistency of the Suslin conjecture [8] which says that there are no Suslin trees.
Martin's axiom can be thought of as a weak version of the continuum hypothesis. For example, Tall [14] remarks that Oxtoby's example of a Baire space whose square is not Baire works if Martin's axiom (and not necessarily CH) is assumed. It is interesting then that a Suslin tree may be a Baire space whose square is nowhere Baire.
If a is an ordinal, then denote by a* the order type of the reversed ordering on a. A tree is a partially ordered set 5" = (T, si) such that for every x G T there is an ordinal |x| such that {y G T\y > x) has order type |x|*. Notice that two points of a tree are comparable iff they are compatible. The height of a tree ?Tis defined as U{|f||f G T). A Suslin tree is a tree of height coi which satisfies the countable chain condition (c.c.c.) and in which all chains are countable.
The following fact is well known.
Lemma 3.0. A Suslin tree 5" is Baire.
Proof. If A is a dense open subset of F then for some a < to,, A 2 {x\\x\ > a).
Remark 3.1. A Suslin tree cannot be countably closed, for this would allow an uncountable chain to be defined.
Remark 3.2. Although a Suslin tree 5" satisfies c.c.c, 5" X 5" does not. {(x, x') E T X T\x * x' A (Vy E T)[y > x <-> y > x']) has power N,, and is pairwise incompatible.
The situation here is similar to Lemma 1.2. If 9H is a countable standard transitive model of ZFC, 5" is a Suslin tree in 911 and G is ?T-generic over 9R, then although 5" is c.c.c. in 911 it is not c.c.c. in 9H[G]: for each x E G which has two incompatible predecessors, choose one predecessor x' E G. The set of these x' is pairwise incompatible and of power N,.
Remark 3.3. Lemma 3.0 has a partial converse [6] : If there is a Baire partially ordered set UJ with c.c.c. and no atoms ip is an atom if there are no incompatible q, q' ts p), then there is a Suslin tree.
To see this, recursively define F = Ua<w Ta E P where (1) each Ta is a maximal pairwise incompatible subset of <?;
(2) if a < B and ta E Ta then [t E TB\t Si ta) has at least two elements and is a maximal pairwise incompatible subset of [p E P\p < ta). Remark 3.4. If a tree ?T = (F, si) is c.c.c. and such that every t E T has at least two incompatible predecessors then 5" is Suslin. For suppose (ta\a < CO]) is a decreasing sequence from 9". Choose ta' Si ta incompatible with ta+x. Then <<a'|a < ax} is a sequence of pairwise incompatible elements of % which by assumption cannot exist.
Jensen and Johnsbraten [4] showed that there is a Suslin tree 5" in L with the property that 5" has at most one uncountable branch (maximal chain) in the real world. The referee has remarked that !T has this same property in a model of V = L[G] where G is a set of Cohen generic reals (over L).
If 91Lis a countable standard transitive model of ZFC ■+ V = L, S~ E 911 is the tree mentioned above, and G X H is 5" X ?T generic over 91L, then to, ¥= uxL in 9H[G X H]. From Lemma 1.0 it follows that although 5" is Baire in 911, ?T X 5 is not.
We will show that if 9H is a countable standard transitive model of ZFC, then there is a Cohen extension 91 of 91L (using conditions similar to those of Tennenbaum [12] ) and a Suslin tree 5" E 91 which enjoys the properties (relativized to 9l) of the tree mentioned above. 9" = <F, Si) will be such that F C Ua<u to" and t Si t' will mean that /' is an initial segment of /. 5 will be so constructed that if t, t' are not comparable and ta, ta' are both defined, then (^B ~ f/sll/S = a) is a sequence, eventually of distinct positive natural numbers.
If two distinct branches of 3" with length to, are given, then an to, sequence of distinct positive natural numbers may be defined. Thus in any extension 91' 3 91 which preserves coi, there is at most one uncountable branch.
Let 91 be a countable standard transitive model ZFC. Define a set "e? E 91L of forcing conditions. A condition is a finite set U such that each / E U is a function into to such that dom(/) C to, is finite. If/,/' E U then we require n dom(f')\B g a).
We will say that U Si U' if for every /' G U' there is an / G U such that If (7 G «P, then define Av = U/e(/dom(/). If A C W|, then define {/ [ A = {/f^l/e ^}-The following is a special case of a result due to Marczewski [7] .
Lemma 3.5. If(Ua \a < tor > « a sequence from 9 in 911, //>e« f/zere is a finite C G to. a«<i a subsequence (Va\a < co, ) .rwcr! <rW (Va < /3 < co,)^ fl^ = CAKafC=^C].
Proof. If there is a subsequence with Av constant, then we may, in fact, assume that (,Va\a < co, > is constant, in which case we are done.
Thus, we may assume that for no subsequence is Av a constant. With no loss of generality we may assume that for all a, AUa has n elements (y" < • • • < Y«}-Choose k <; n smallest so that <y*|a<I <o.) is not bounded below co,. We may well assume that Ua [ (y",... ,Y"-1} is constant in a and that y« < yp whenever a < B < tor. But now the lemma is seen to hold with C^Yo,---^-1}. Lemma 3.6. 9 is c.c.c. in 91L
Proof. Otherwise there is a sequence < Va \a < ux > of incompatible conditions which has the form described in Lemma 3.6. Since, however, Va U VB Si Va, VB, this is impossible. □ Let G be "J-generic over <D1L and let G* = U G. If a < to, and n G to, then let t% = {(B,m)\B si a A «a,«>,</3,m» G G*}. Then it is easy to see that 5" = <r, 2)
is an <o,-tree where 7" = {/"|a < to, A « < to}. For a < cor and « G co let t" be a name in the forcing language for t%.
Lemma 3.7. fT is a fine Suslin tree.
Proof. It is easy to see that every / G T has two incompatible predecessors and that 5" is fine. Thus it suffices to show that 5" is c.c.c. (see Remark 3. 4) .
Suppose that a is a name and V0 G G is such that V0 lh a: ux -> T is an enumeration of pairwise incompatible elements of ?T. For a < to,, choose (in ■311) Ua Si V0 and na G co, ya G co, such that Ua ih o(a) = t£ . For ease of notation let us write ra for t*" .
We may as well assume that for some/, G Ua, fa(ya) = na. Use Lemma 3.5 to choose a subsequence (Ua |/3 < cor) of (Ua\a < co,). But now y = (t40\{/«"}) u (uai\{fai}) u {/ao u /",} si c/ao, c/ai and V\\-ra(j Si t in contradiction to the choice of a and V0.
Theorem 3.8. In 9!t[G], 5 is a Baire space but 5x$is not.
Proof. This is the proof which was outlined after Remark 3.4. The fact that 9"is a Baire space follows immediately from Lemmas 3.0 and 3.7. The fact that 9" X 5" is not Baire follows from Lemmas 1.0, 3.7, and the following fact wnicn the reader can easily verify. If (ta \a < to, > and <[t'a \a < to, > are both sequences of comparable elements of % say with dom(ra) = dom(/"')=a + 1 and tan ^ 'a0 (such sequences cannot, of course, be in 911), then <|/a(a) -f"(a)| ko Si a < to,) is a sequence of distinct positive integers.
Remark 3.9. Since P has cardinality N, in 91L, 2" is the same in 911 and 9tt [G] .
Thus CH fails in 91t [G] iff it fails in 9L Bibliography
